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!her~ are possibilities that such idea was not utilized in practice 
ID spite of.Kon~rk erotics. Thus Tantricism was definitely of a 
sob~r variety m the Sun-cult of early medieval and medieval 
penods. 

-----·--------

in a personal communication. Even this discovery will 
~ot compensate for the absence of an image of Saura
Sakti in Tantric pose. 

VALIDITY OF THE PURANIC VIEW ABOUT THE 
NATURE OF VEDIC RECENSIONS 

By 

RAM SHANKAR BHATTACHARYA 

Simasramin's assertions regarding the faulty character of Puranic 
view 

While discussing the nature of Vedic recensions (liakhas) th~ 
celebrated Vedic scholar Satyavrata Samasramin has asserted that 
the Puranic account of Vedic recensions (veda-sakha-vibhaga)1 is 
untrustworthy on account of the following reasons 111 (Vide Aitareya
locanam, pp. 119-126) : 

(i) From some Puranic passages (Bhagavata-p. 12. 6. 54-60; 
Vi~l}.U-p. 3.4. 16-25) it appears that a fiiikha is a portion of a Veda 
(vedamli'l). As the Bhagavata-pural}.a is divided into twelve 
skandhas and each skandha into many adhyayas, so the one Veda 
has been divided into four parts (i. e. the four Vedas) and each 
part into sub divisions (called sakhas). As the readings and conten
ts of each adhyaya of the Bhagavata-p. are different from those of 
other adhyayas, so the mantras and contents of each sakha are 

I. Though 'sakha' means 'a smhhita along with its brah

mc7J1' (i:r;'Sl"irT~um~f~ ~~, Medhii.tithi on Manu 
2. 165) yet here the word stands for the saihhita only. 
The Pural).as speak of liakhas as 'tjf~r ~r:' 

(Vi~u-p. 3.6.15). Cp. the expression tjf~ (Vi~Q.u-p. 
• 3.6.3) in connection with liakhas. The expressions 
~T~cit"lf and ~UTSTcit"lf used in the Mimarhsa philo
sophy also show that the word sakha may well refer to 
to the sarhhita only. 

2. Following statements ofSamasramin are worth noticing: 

~cj- ~tu1cif01J mmfcorritmi ~&lffilt ~f<t2"'5ff ~<N&rufn:ri:r 
~ ~ ~ ' 

(p. 122); ~ !fmfllfCfi: ~t lRfffGJRrm;g:: (p. 124); 

Q;cf :q lf~ ~UflWTcrn<fi: m ~~~rrif~~<tr'ct<fcfi
itcr rp. 126). 
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different from those of other fakhas of a Veda. Thus it follows 
that as the reading of one chapter of a skandha of the Bhagavata-p 
does .not mean the reading of a whole skandha, so the reading of 
one 6akha of a Veda does not mean the reading of one whole Veda. 
All this is against the established view of Vedic tradition. That 
liakhas of a Veda are not different portions may be known from 
Anukramat}.1 of Saunaka which says that most of the mantras in 
the Sakala and the Ba~kala &akha (of the ~gveda) are the same 
though the order of. the mantras is different in a .few places. A 
perusal of the extant liiikhas of each of the four Vedas would show 
that the &~khas cannot be regarded as different portions of a Veda. 

(ii) The Puranic authors. were not well-informed of Vedic 
matters. That is. why the well-known Sankhayani sakha has not 
been mentioned in the Vi~u and the Bhagavata :Pural].a: 

(iii) Since according to the Puriit}.as all the sakhas of a Veda 
constitute the Veda (sakhas being the portions of a Veda), the 
study of a Veda would mean, 'to study all the &akhas of a Veda'
an act which is highly impo_ssible. Thisjs against the Manusmrti, 
which enjoins that a person should study the entire Veda (krtsna 
veda) . (2.165). (A period of 12 years is given for this study by 
Mann 3.1 and other Dharmasa~tra ·works). 

(iv) The assertion of the Kurma-p. (Purva. 51) that Vyasa 
alone composed all the recensions of the Vedas (like the composi
tion of the eighteen Purat}.as) is not accepted by the Vedic tradi
tion.8 (The verses quoted by Samasramin. occ~r in the Ven. ed. of 
the Kurma-p. 1.52. 19-20). 

Validity of Puranic authors' views about Vedic matters 

Before showing the validity of the Puranic views about the 
nature of Vedic recensions, we want to submit that there are strong 
grounds to b~lieve that Puranic authors were intimately acquainted 
with Vedic matters. ·Following examples may be considered in 
this connection : 

. 3. It has also been stated by Samasramin that the wrong 
view about the nature· of Vedic hkhas found in the 
Sanskrit dictionary Vacaspatyam (mm~~~:) and in 
the Bengali Visvakosa by Nagendra Nath Basu is due to 
the mistaken idea of the Puranas that a . ~akha is a 
~~qf<«fci~!Sf ~ (p. 122). . 
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(i) While describing vows, worship etc. the Puraq.as quote a 
large number of Vedic mantras and mention the names of many 
suktas, anuvakas, adhyayas of the Vedas. All of these mantras etc. 
are found to occur in the Vedic works4 (some however occur in the 

Sii tra works). 5 

(ii) Puranic descriptions of the sacrifices (along with the 
mention of stomas etc.) are found to follow the Sutra works. 

(iii) Definitions and characteristics of the three kinds of 
mantras and of the brahmalJ~ are found to be based on the authori

tative works of Vedic tradition. 6 

(iv) The Puraqas often speak of many views (concerning 
dhanna etc.) and remark that they are he! d by the Vedas. Almost 
all of such views are found in the Vedic works. 7 

(v) The Purat}.as contain many tales or stories (akhyana etc.) 
which are said to be based on the Vedas. All of these stories are 
found to occur in the Vedas. It is however needless to say that 
these tales in the Puranas are in more or less exaggerated forms 
since the Vedic matter was augmented by adding new materials to 
serve the purpose of the Puranic authors. 

That the Pural].as contain such pieces of information about the 
6akhas as show the trustworthiness of Puranic views about the 
nature of Vedic ~akha is proved by the following facts : 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
10 

In my tn:rur~~ 1i!"TJ11ir CfiT ~&m+flf ate~ (Ch. II. 
sec. 3 ;nd 5) it is shown that suktas, an_uvlkas_. samans 
etc. mentioned in the Pural}.as do occur 10 Ved1c works. 

• In a separate monograph we s~all show ~hat mantras 
quoted in the Pura!].as also occur m the Ved1c works. 
There are however corrupt readings in the printed edi
tions of the Puranas on account of which it becomes 
sometimes difficuli: to identify them or to trace them in 
Vedic works. As for example Siva-p. 5.51.47 mentions 
\il"<Ffr~m which must be corrected to ~;:f\"~'ifi( =~'ifi). 

See lfU\ll'~cr:l"Cfi mi:r1;ft CfiT liflif&mlfcfi ~, Ch. I, sec 
"' 2-3. 

Ibid. Ch. IV, Sec. 5. 
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(i) The total number of /;akhas of each Veda as given in the 
Purat}.as is found to be the same as stated in various authoritative 
works. 8 

Oi) The names of a large number of !iakhas as given in the 
Pural].as are also found in the works belonging to Vedic tradition. 

(iii) Epithets of /;akhakaras as given in the Pural].as are 
found to be corroborated by the works belonging to Vedic 
tradition. 9 

Non-Puranic character of sikhivibhiga. 

It is to be known that the subject of Vedic /;akha does not fall 
under any of the :five10 or ten1 l characteristics of the Pural].as. It 
is not included even in the materials called akhyana, up'lkhyana, 
gatha and kalpa/;uddhi (or kalpaiokti), 12 which were incorporated 
in the Pural).a afterwards. 

This shows that sakhavibhaga does not bear the character of 
those subjects that are natural1y suited to the works of Puranic 
nature. It can be observed that the enumeration of sakhas is neither 

8. Ibid. Ch. Ill, Sec. 1. 
9. ~s for example the Pural].as inform us that the Sakhakara 

Sakap':i:t].i was the author of a work on Nirukta (Vayu-p. 
60. 65; Vi~l).u-p. 3.4.33; Brahmat}.qa-p. 1.35.3)-a fact 
mentioned in the works like Yaska's Nirukta (4.3). 
Simila;rlY the epithet padavittama is given to the /;akha· 
kara Sakalya ii]. Vayu-p. (60.53) and Brahmal].qa-p
(1.35.1). That Sakalya was the author of the padapatha 
of the ~gveda is an established fact (See Nirukta 6.28). 

10. Sarga, pratisarga, vamsa, manvantara and vamsyanu
carita or vamsanucarita. For the elucidation of these, 
see the article ~llTTI'f in Pural].a Vol. I, No. 2. .. 

11. Sarga, visarga, vrtti, rak~a, antaras, vamsa, vamsanu
carita, samstha, hetu and apasraya (Bhag. 12.7 .9). Bhag. 
2.10.I contains a similar view. See also Br. Vai. 
4.131.6-10. 

12. ~1"'141'@lil~•ll~: ~fifN: I 

4<!Ul~fi'eti ~ ~TUTMfcror<<t: II .. ~ .. 
(Vi~u-p. 3.6.16, Vayu-p. 60.21; Brahma1J.cJa-p. 1.34.21). 

see my~~~ ~t+Rfr CfiT Mt&lkl'ICfi ~; ~fl:rCfiT, 
P· 21. 
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useful (as it serves no secular purpose like the vamsa-lists in the 
Pura!].as)nor attractive to those authors of thePural).as who were vo
taries of different sects. That is why the section on &akhavibhaga is 
found only in a few Pural).as, namely the Bhagavata (12. 6-7), the 
Vayu (Ch. 60-61), the Brahma1)qa (l.34-35) and Vi~l).U (3.4-6). The 
Agni contains a very brief account (271.l-10) and the Kurma {1.52) 
simply mentions the number of sakhas of each of the four Vedas 
without giving the names of the &akhakaras. 

Thus it follows that the Puranic authors received the material 
of Vedic /;akha from the teachers of Vedic tradition and included 
it in the Pural].a with a view to glorifing Vyiisa and his tradit!on. 
It is this purpose that prompted Puranic authors to include this 
subject. It is remarkable to note in this connection that Vyasa's 
connection with the division of the Vedas and their recensions is 
not mentioned in the work of Vedic tradition, namely Nirukta, 
Brhaddevata, Anukramal).i etc. 

It can thus be reasonably inferred that many meaningful 
expressions found in the Puranic chapters on s2khavibhaga are 
likely to be found in ancient works. A perusal of the works of 
Vedic tradition lend strong support to our assumption. 

Nature of Vedic sikhis as conceived by Puranic authors 

Though the Puranic authors, while referring to a Veda and 
its recensions; use the world 'tree' and 'branches'1 8 respectively,· 
giving rise to the wrong idea that ~akhas are the different portions 
of a Veda (as found in the work of Samasramin), yet there is a 
clear Puranic passage that removes the wrong idea by showing the 
true nature of Vedic recensions. The passage reads as under : 

~ f~ ~: ~~'liT~<rTNC!lT: I 

~ lf!!:l1T~ ~ lNT ~ 11 1 " . ..... 
~~~~~~~~~ 

13. ~ fcfc:qzjT ~fu ~ (Bhag. 2.7.36); ~11~ <i >tfQI' 

~= ~~ ... (Vayu-p. I .45); :q-ifi ~cru: ~r <!~ 

tj,m~'SRf: (Bhag. u.21); ffiffi ~rfur'llwrrr (Bhag. 
1.4.23); ~u: m~: (Vi~1J.u-p. 3.5.l; Agni-p~ 150.27); 
etc .. 

14. As this verse occurs in the same section in which the divi
sion of the Vedas has been described it may be taken to 
be of utmost importance. 
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[Vayu-p. 61.59; Brahmi:it].<}.a-p. 1.35.67 with the corrupt. read
ing CflllT+!ffi: for q~r+rm:J. 

G a ~ '\ c:'\ 

The verse says that all the four recensions of the original 
Puri:il].asamhita composed by the disciples of Vyasa had four sec
tions (padas) each.15 They had the same subject matter and their 
difference lay in the difference of readings and not in the difference 
of contents as is found in the Vedic recensions. 

The expression if~~ lMT a-:i:rr is highly significant. It undoubt
edly shows that the 6akhas of a Veda are not the different portions 
of the Veda, each having its own subject but are the variations of 
a Vedic text. 

Character of composition of the recensions 

It is gratifying to note that besides the above-quoted general 
statement disclosing the real nature of Vedic recensions, there are 
such Puranic passages as vividly describe the process of composi
tion of these recensions. From these passages it appears that the 
difference in recensions consists in the difference of accent, letters 
etc. as well as in the difference in the order of mantras, suktas etc. 
The difference of purpose and similar other factors are said to be 
the causes of such changes. 

These Puranic passages1 6 assert that one single Veda was 
divided into four by the sage Vedavyasa in the Ova.para yuga and 
further declare that these Vedas were variously arranged by the 

15. See Vayu-p. 61.57-61 and Brahmat].<}.a-p. 1.35. 63-69 for 
some details of these PuraQa-samhitas. See also Vi~u-p. 
3.6.17-19, Agni-p. 271.11-12 and Bhagavata-p. 12.7.5 

16. ~ if~: ~~ % T'f: T'f: I 

~mrolfl~ ~m oo~ 11 ~ o 

~~ % 0 lfPN ilT'im~ I 

':i[f~: '!TfCl<u hr~ff ~fisefcn;r#: II Z Z 

~ ~ <ifTWIJffclrlfm: ~~~: I 

~~m ~lfGJ:=~ ~f~m~~~fu: 11 z ~ 
~in<\ ~~mv;f.:r ~ f!>Cf~: 'fCff=trc~ I 

(Matsya-p. 144.10-13a). 
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-·-----·--·---

~ ~~~a-rf~ ~rm 11zo 

~·fNroq~cr ~ ~ :q- 1 

~%CTT ~ ~ iH<rofuq .11 ~ Z 

~~<f: ~<i"T f<RT;:~ ~f!>Cf;;n;r~: I 

lJ'i':;mT&furf.:p:rrn: ~cr~llffcrq-i:fit: 11 z ~ 
~f~ ':i[~~:~rn=rrt ~ti[<l:f"~ ~qfqf-.r: 1 

~l"lirllli'\ ~'lief~ ~f1>Cfl:ri4: Cf'ff:;;rq:Ef<ff-9cf II Z ~ 
(Vayu-p. 58.10-13). 

~ ~~;[ ;fC11f~ f~ I 

OOl!Mirm<f ~ iH~ 'P.f II z z 
':i[f~ '!~ f<ro€f ~!>Cfcr;r~: I 

l'.17.f1ifT~~: ~~<rllffcr:rfil: 11 { ~ 

~T ~~:~ ffio:r.:€f l1Q.frsrfa: I 

m;:rrrtrT <liie!T~ 1frsc~ Cf .f:q-C! q:qf'<r<:t II n 
(Brahmai)qa-p. 1.31.11-13). 

~ ~~WfR~CITff<fQ. f~~ I 

~~~Ff Oll~~ il:T'l~ ~: 11 

':i[flsr!=sf: ~~T f<ro~ 1f!>Cfcr;r~: I 

~wurfq.l[rn: ~eiutfcr:rfil: 11 

~ffi ~lfGJ: ~ tj~;:i:r;:?; ir.fITi'iff-.r I 

mmnrr ~ffiW;r ~flSGf'll~: '!~~ '!~~ I 
(Liftga-p. 1.39.57-59). 

~ ~ ~ITT~ ~ 11¥~ 

~~ % "lfflf€f grq~~ I 

~f!Sfl!;f: '!~ nwr~ 1&fm: ll'l!¥ 

~~orf.r•lfT~: ~offqq-rffl: I 

~<:rt ~~:~t 5f~ q~i:rft'iff-.r: 11¥4. 

~re: ~i!i<:ITT<l<r ~fisc'*: 'f~f'<fe:rcrf:q-q_ 
(Kurma-p. l.29.43-46a; the er. ed reads -.l<ITT: f'll~l«€t m 

verse 44 and @'ll"ll'f<\ ~Cfl'Vilq in verse 46a). ' 
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sons of the sages by changing the accent and letters and also by 
arranging the mantras and brahmai:,las in various ways. Thus 
samhitas of each Veda were prepared, which were mostly similar, 
though in some places there were differences in them. 

Though the readings of theses passages are corrupt in many 
places, yet the sense is sufficiently clear. The words if~fcn:rq, ~

~lq.:;mr, m;n;:;rr and~ and the use of the roots~(~~) 
and~+~ (~~)are of utmost importance in· determing the 
nature of composition of Vedic recensions. These Puranic passages 
evidently falsify the view of S1.ma8ramin. It may be noted in 
passing that a comparision of the Puranic view as presented in 
these verses with Samasramin's own view about the nature of Vedic 
6akha1 ., would show that both the views agree in all essential 
points-a fact which cannot be denied. 

Significance of the words Vf k~a and sikhii in connection with 
sikhi-vibhiga 

Now a question presents itself. If the Puranic. authot5 are 
considered to be aware of the fact that the sakhas of a Veda are 
not different portions of the Veda, what is the relevanee of using 
the words 'tree' and 'branches' at the time of referring to a Veda 
and its recensions ? Is a branch not a portion of a tree ? 

We reply that the use of these two words is to be taken not 
literally but in a figurative sense. The significance of a simile is to 
be determined according to the intention of the author, or to the 
nature of the context 01· circumstances. Since the Puranic authors 
were aware of the real nature of Vedic sakkiis (as shown above), 
the simile is to be interpreted in a way that is in consonance with 
this nature. 

According to us the purpose of using the simile is to show 
(i) similarity and (ii) gradual appearance. To be explicit : As 
branches of a tree .are similar to one another in many respects, so 
the recensions of a Veda are similar in their verbal form and con-

17. ~-~~~~N: OTEtftl"•Htittl'iiiil~ror.mr ~: 
' 

~ ~tq;:i'ff:, oo ~ Q;E!i'~ ~ ~ire-1 or~: $: 
~ iffiT: (Ai. Alo. p. 124). 
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tents. . Again, as a branch comes out from another similar branch, 
so the sakha of a teacher becomes the source of other similar sakhas 
composed by his disciples afterwards.18 

Thus it is clear that Samasramin has misundersJood. the 
significance of the simile of 'tree and its branches'. Consequeatly 
bis contention that 'as all the branches are the component parts of 
a tree and as each branch is different from other branches, so all 
the recensions of a Veda are, according to the Purlil].as, different 
portions of one and the same Veda' becomes baseless. 

If a fakha is regarded as a Veda (according to Vedic tradi
tion) then what is to be conceived as the tree (branches presuppose 
the existence of a tree)? Puranic authors seem to think that the 
sarhhitii of each Veda, composed by Vyasa, is to be regarded as 
the (original) tree, since all later sarhhitas (/iiikhas) are based on it. 
We may further add that whenever a sakha gives rise to another 
sakha (i. e. whenever the disciples of a sakhakara sage compose 
new works on the basis of the sakha taught by their 8akhakara
teacher) the original fokha must be regarded either as a tree (in a 
secondary sense) or as a main branch. Puranic authors came to 
know of this fact and accordingly they used such words as anusiikha 
prati6"akha, car01;a, etc. to show the position occupied by a sakha 
in connection with others (see Vi~l).u-p. 3.4.18; 3.4.25; 3.11. l 5; 
Bhag. 12.6.52 etc). The original import of these terms remains to. 
be determined. 

A study of the relevant works reveal that the conception of 
tree is Puranic in character, since it is not to be found in the works 
of Vedic treating, which use the words /iakha, bhcda and the like 1 9 

subjects. 

18. Cp. ar~ CfiQ: ~. (MahabhMya 2.4.~.). .~t ~hows 
that the Katha sakha IS based on the Kalapa sakha and 
as such the former is mostly similar to the latter. Some 
teachers of Vcdic tradition expressly declare that the 
sakha or sa.kalya was the source of five sakhas composed 
by his disciples. 

19. Sahara says cr~TllBI' ~~ qr113y; (on MS. 2.4.17). 
Similarly Kumiirila used the word ~~ (IJ;Cli~ ~
~ Ol§lill@<ti¥f~) on M. S. ~.4.17., Thes.e show ~he 
validity of the Puranic concept10n of ~~ m connection 
with~· 
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Reasons for the non-mention of sakhis 

Now the objection (raised by Samasramin) that 'the well
known sankhiiyana sakha of the ~gveda has not been mentioned in 
the 6akha sections of the Bhagavata and Vi~l].U Pural).as-a point 
which shows the invalidity of the Puranic account of Vedic 
6akhas'-remains to be solved. We may further add that this !iakha 
has not been mentioned in the longer lists of 6akhas given in 
the Vayu and Brahmal].ga Pur'al}.as. 

Before stating the reasons for the non-mention we want to say 
that until critical editions of these Puraqas, especially of the Vayu 
and BrahmaI].ga Puraqa, are prepared, nothing can be said defini
tely regarding the non-mention of a particular sakha. 

Even if we accept that the Sankhayam sakha has not been 
mentioned in these four Puranas. the reason for this non-mention 
is not difficult to conceive. It ~eems that the Puranic authors did 
not mention it deliberately as they considered it to be a work not 
belonging to the tradition of Kf~l}.advaipayana Vyasa. 20 The 
Puranic authors may be wrong in their supposition, but it cannot 
be denied that the non-mention is not due to the ignorance of the 
Puranic authors but to some definite notion. 21 

The Agni-p. in its brief account of sakhavibhaga has mentio
ned the Sankhayana sakha (272.2). (Samasramin has also referred 

20. 

21. 

Cp. the Puranic assertion that Vedas were divided many 
times by Vyasas in former ages (manvantaras) (Liilga-p. 
I. 7; BrahmaI].qa-p. I. 35 and Vi~l).u-p. III. 3) and that 
the sakhavibhaga !n all ages is sama, similar (Vi~l].U-p. 
3.6.32; Vayu-p. 61.74; BrahmaQ.da-p. 1.35.84). This 
may be taken to mean that the Puranic authors came to 
know of such sakhas as were not connected with the tra
dition of Kr~advaipayana Vyasa. 
That our assumption, namely 'Puranic authors did not 
mention those sakhas in their lists of sakhakaras which 
were not connected with the tradition ofKr~l).a-dvaipayana 
Vyasa', is not baseless may be proved from the non-
mention of the Svetiisvatara sakha in these lists. The sage 
Svetasvatara is said to have lived in the Svayambhuva 
manvantara (i.e. he lived long before Kr~l}.advaipayana 
Vyasa); see Kt.rma-p. 1.14.23-50; Saur~-p. 27.~2-2~. 
(The Puranic description of this sage 1s sectanan m 
character). 
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to this Agni-p. passage on p. 132). It is connected with the tradi
tion with Vyasa. This may prove that the Puranic lists of 
sakhakaras as found in the aforesaid four Pural).as are not exhaus
tive. These should not be taken as absolutely correct. 

The Kiirma view about the authorship of Vyii'sa 

It is true that according to Kurma-p. 1.52. 19.20 (quoted as 
from the Chap. 51 by Samasramin) Vyasa is said to compose all 
the recensions of the four Vedas. According to us the Kilrma
view is to be taken in a figurative sense. The purpose of this 
statement seems to glorify Kr~l).advaipayana Vyasa, the first author 
of the four-fold division of the Veda (in this manvantara), on the 
basis of which the sakhas of each Veda were composed by the sages 
belongi~g to his school. At the time of glorifying a great persona
lity such figurative sentences are usually used by the PutaQ.as; see 
Viirou-p. 3.2.56 in which Vyasa is said to be the author of the 
sakhas. The purpose of this verse is to glorify Vi~Q.u, who appears in 
the form of Vyasa. These secondary statements were taken after
wards as valid and later authors of the Pural).as attributed the 
authorship of sakhas to Kr?J].a-dvaipayana Vyasa; Vide Skanda-p. 

Puru~ottama 46 .1 I ( ~~~ '!il$U'J'[crflAT lffe':). 22 

Questions arising from Puranic statements 

In conclusion I want to submit that there arise some intricate 
questions from the Puranic statements regarding the division of the 
Veda and the composition of sakhas that require to be solved, Only 
two problems are given here by way of sample : 

(1) The words ?['T{, ~,. ~ and~· used in connection 
with the composition of the four Vedas, must mean the four kinds 
of mantras as the context shows. That the first three are the three 
kinds of mantras is well known (vide Mimarnsa-sutra 2.1.35-37). 

11 

22. Similar figurative statements are found regarding Pura
nic literature also. Though the P uranic authors 
were aware that one PuraI].a-sarnhita was composed 
by Vyasa and that several versions or redactions 
were prepared by his disciples, yet such statements 
in the Pural}.as are not wanting as declare that all 
the eighteen Pural).as were composed by Knl].advai
piiyana Vyasa. 
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Atharvan is not regarded as a kind of mantra like the re etc. What 
is the characteristic of the mantras of the AtharvaJ]. '? 

(2) According to the Pural}.as Vyasa composed the four 
Vedic samhitas by compiling the mantras only and he taught them 
to his four disciples. The Puranic view is valid so far as the ~k
samhita is concerned. In the Sukla-yajul;t-samhitas there are a 
good number of mantras of the re type. A few mantras of the 
Yajus type are found in the Atharva-samhita also, Were these 
mantras incorporated in later times to fulfil some purpose ? 

BOOK-REVIEW 

Vimarsacintamal}i (in Sanskrit)-By Padmabhii~alJ.a Pt. 
Baladeva Upadhyaya; Publisher : Sarada Samasthana, 37 B, 
Ravindra Puri, Varanasi-5; pages 385; price Rs. 80/-. 

The book under review is a collection of essays (arranged in 
eight groups) on a variety of subjects concerning the field of 
Indian Culture and Sanskrit. The work is marked not only by 
much fresh information about a large number of authors and their 
works but also by new presentation of old facts. The treatment is 
descriptive, historical and critical and the language is lucid, grace
ful and easily understandable. The author, in most cases, has 
spared no pains in gathering the least bit of information. He has 
proved that compositions in Sanskrit can be made successfully even 
while treating a subject through the process of modern research. 

Some of the important topics dealt with in the book are: 
Lives of KnlJ.a and Sayal].a; scientific basis of the views of Vedanta; 
Tantriki kala; connection of the Bhojpuri language with the Mahii
bha~ya; glory of Sanskrit; discussions on a few works, namely 
Vakyapadiya, Parasika-prakasa(a grammar of the Persian language 
in Sanskrit); Brhatsamhita and its commentator, Hayata, a work 
on Arabian jyoti~a, Bhakticandrika, Bhaktiratnavali, Kiivyiilail
kara (of Bhamaha), Viilmayarnava (a lexicon), Niigiinanda; a 
detailed survey of Sanskrit works of various schools composed in 
Varil].asi; informative reviews of a considerable number of books; 
memoirs of two savants, namely M M. Gopinatha Kaviraja and 
M. M. Ramavatara Sarman. · 

Often the book makes a pleasant and illuminating reading by 
informing the readers that kerosine oil is called Piirasika taila 
(p. 219), that Kalidasa was called Galidasa in the Mongolian 
language (p. 39); that a library is called pustakiisrama in Cambodia 
(p. 225). 

We thank the author for his careful effort in using the correct 
forms of a few words, as e. g. he has used the correct form \Ul)fuc;r 

instead of the incorrect form Gl!'Jfuc;r that is frequently used by 
modern scholars of Sanskrit. In a few places we however differ 


